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Hello everyone .. and welcome to the Vortex .. where lies and falsehoods are trapped and 
exposed .. I’m Michael Voris. 

Today .. the Knights of Columbus.

A little more than three years ago .. I joined the Knights of Columbus.  I am currently a 
third degree Knight.

I can no longer .. in good conscience .. remain a Knight.  Let me explain why .. but first a 
little in way of background.

A little more than a year ago .. a controversy erupted when a local council of Knights 
tried to kick out a fellow knight who was a pro-abort politician.

The national office came down on the local council like a ton of bricks .. practically 
yelling at them that they had no authority to do so. We reported on the story and got into 
a back and forth with National Office via emails.

At that time .. I decided I would sit back and see how the whole thing played out in the 
coming months.  Well the coming months have now turned into the past and it’s quite 
clear to me that nothing has or is going to change.

Which brings us to the current moment.  I .. like so many others .. have concluded that 
the Knights of Columbus .. on the National and some states level .. is nothing more than a 
business that does its work under the banner of the Catholic Church .. with no real sense 
of attachment to the teachings of the Faith or any strong desire to be faithful.

Absolutely .. there are many local councils that do good work .. promoting the pro-life 
cause for example in many different ways. There are also many individual knights who 
are extremely faithful to the Church and her teachings.

That said .. the Knights’ national leadership appears to be much more interested in pro-
tecting promoting their extremely lucrative insurance business than advancing the causes 
and teachings of Holy Mother Church.

This is a sad situation personally because what many perceive as a sea-change in the 
Church .. of abandoning the hard realities of the Faith in search of worldly gain .. has ap-
peared to claim yet another supposedly Catholic institution.

It does not seem that far-fetched to say that the National Leadership Knights of Columbus 
.. who after all set policy and speak on behalf of all local councils .. have become the 
Notre Dame of lay Catholic organizations .. there are crucifixes and Catholic art work all 
over the place .. but little faith or respect for it below the religious imagery.
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What has brought all this on you may wonder? It’s simply this.

Too many members of the Knights of Columbus who hold powers of influence and 
power and authority in government .. betray the faith time and time again and the re-
sponse form the National leadership is either a yawn or to attack those good knights and 
councils who bring this sorry state of affairs to light.

The bare minimum to be a knight  is to be a Catholic who practices his faith. That 
means .. in the first place .. actually believing and living the faith .. defending it .. come 
what may.  If you think about it .. that’s what a KNIGHT .. as in a Knight in shining ar-
mor .. does. He promotes the Truth.

In the case of a Knight of Columbus .. he defends the Truth Himself .. Jesus Christ .. in 
the person of the Church.

When Knights no longer understand this .. when they no longer care about .. when they 
plot and deceive and seek to obscure this reality on the level of leadership .. then they 
have forfeited their right to pretend to be Catholic. 

Despite the efforts by various local councils to purge their ranks of modernist heterodox 
and apostate members .. the national leadership .. and in not a few state leadership 
levels .. the controlling powers have rushed to the defense of the apostates and excoriated 
the few faithful .. menial knights.

At this stage .. the question needs to be asked .. sincerely .. can someone remain within an 
institution that defends apostate members and attacks faithful members?

The Supreme Knight Carl Anderson makes 1.2 million dollars in compensation. The Su-
preme Knight before him Virgil Dechant retired with package of over 2 million dollars. 
Others in the organization make hundreds of thousands of dollars each year.

The Knights I  know and have met .. and in fact have spoken in front of on numerous oc-
casions are all salt of the earth types .. hard working men who make no where near a mil-
lion dollars a year.

The gulf between the national leadership and the many of the rank and file is reminiscent 
of the same gulf in America’s labor unions.  Honest hard working Joe six packs vs. elitist 
pandering national leaders who need to play patsy with them to keep the golden goose 
producing the golden eggs. 

The Catholic Church is in a pitched spiritual battle .. a fight to the death. For an organiza-
tion to protect .. defend and promote those within its own membership who are actively 
working to advance the cause of the enemy means that organization can no longer enjoy 
the support of those work against the Church.
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The so-called gay marriage vote in New York came down to two swing votes in the state 
Senate .. two K of C senators .. who in the end sided with the enemy. Not a word of re-
buke or even acknowledgement issued forth from the halls of power at K of C headquar-
ters.

This is on top of the countless and countless members who have voted in favor of abor-
tion legislation over the years with no .. absolutely no repercussions.

What’s the point of the Knights giving money to some pro-life causes .. while keeping 
members in the routinely vote for pro-abortion laws.

Whatever the motive .. whatever grand marketing scheme may or may not exist .. who 
can really say.  But what anyone can say is exactly what they see.  The national leader-
ship enjoys huge paychecks and benefits .. as it works hard to sell its insurance 
packages .. it protects apostates within the ranks which gains it political favor and attacks 
faithful Catholics for wanting to promote the truths of the Catholic Doctrine.

That’s enough for me.  They either do not UNDERSTAND the war the Church is in .. or 
do not care enough to join on the correct side of the battle.

A quote from the book of Joshua seems fitting here ..

“But if serving the LORD seems undesirable to you, then choose for yourselves this day 
whom you will serve, whether the gods your ancestors served beyond the Euphrates, or 
the gods of the Amorites, in whose land you are living. But as for me and my household, 
we will serve the LORD.”

We mourn your capitulation to the culture .. but we will not join in it. 

GOD Love you. 
 
I’m Michael Voris
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